
HIPPO is the simplest and most effective way to cut
your water usage and reduce your carbon footprint
in toilet cisterns of all sizes. HIPPO 9 is the right
choice for 13 and 9 litre cisterns and will save you up
to 3 litres per flush. HIPPO 7 will save you up to 2
litres per flush and works well in slim line 9 litre and
smaller cisterns to 6 litres.

Should you have a metered supply, you will also
save on your water bills and see the savings pay for
these HIPPO’s in a matter of weeks. If you are not
metered then we would like to thank you for using a
HIPPO to help mitigate the effects of climate change,
now predicted to occur.

Since it’s creation in 1997 we have sold over 11
million HIPPO’s; saving enough water every day to
fill more than 30 Olympic sized swimming pools.

Fitting your HIPPO is straightforward, requiring neither
tools nor a plumber. Simply remove the cistern lid,
submerge the HIPPO in the water and position under
the ball cock. If your cistern does not have a ball cock
just place the HIPPO in the available space for the
same water saving results. Each HIPPO has a small
hole punched in both sides to allow a free flow of water
as the cistern empties and re-fills. This ensures the
water stays fresh inside the HIPPO and doesn't
become stale.

Manufactured in the UK, each HIPPO is made of
heavy gauge polyethylene and is printed using
human grade food dyes – this means they are safe to
touch and NO harmful dust particles are released
during transportation, installation or daily use.

HIPPO Hint – you may find if you have a slim line 9
litre toilet cistern that a HIPPO 7 fits more
comfortably in the cistern and will still save you up
to 2 litres of water per flush.

CONGRATULATIONS
ON RECEIVING YOUR HIPPO POD –

One of the most successful water conservation measures ever…
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world facts…

� Since the 1950’s the number of people in the world has doubled and water usage
has increased six times.

� Even though we are an island, surrounded by water, the UK actually has less
available water per person than France, Italy or Greece. London, for example, has
around the same average rain fall as Barcelona and less than Rome, Paris and
Naples.

� Many people in the world exist on less than 10 litres of water per day. In the UK we
can use that in a single toilet flush!

� Asia has the greatest annual availability of fresh water and Australia the lowest –
water is like population density – its distribution is not equal.

� The average water used in England is approximately 150 litres of water per person
a day. Imagine 317 pints of milk on your doorstep in the morning – that’s 150 litres.

home facts…

� In the home that average UK family uses 70% of their water in the bathroom, with
toilet flushing accounting for 30% of household water use.

� Waterwise’s research showed that the energy used to pump, treat and heat the
water in the average family home in one year produces the carbon equivalent of a
return flight from London to New York.

� About a quarter of the clean drinking water that comes into our homes is used to
flush the loo!

� Installing a HIPPO in your cistern can save you enough water to make 35,000 cups
of tea per year!

� The average household flushes the toilet 5,000 times each year.

work place facts…

� Water is costing businesses in England and Wales around £30 million every day.

� In the workplace each employee uses the toilet around 3 times per day accounting
for over 40% of water consumption.

� While the daily recommended amount of water is eight cups per day, not all of this
water must be consumed in the liquid form. Nearly every food or drink item
provides some water to the body.

� By reducing water consumption you can also reduce the carbon footprint of your
business. For example, for every 1m3 of water saved, you will save approximately
1kg of CO2 equivalent.

� The South East of England has less water available per head than the desert states
of Syria and Sudan (Environment Agency).
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